Xtorm AC Power Bank Brick 21 000
AL480
The AC Power Bank Brick is an ideal solution that allows you to charge your electric devices
anytime, anywhere. Thanks to its large capacity of 20 800mAh and the output of 220 V / 80W,
the Power Bank is powerful enough to charge devices such as a laptop, drone, camera and of
course smartphones.
Versatile
The Power Bank has a total of four outputs. Devices using up to 220 volts can be charged via the
socket. Thanks to the high output, mobile devices will charge very quickly via the USB ports. There
is a separate USB-C™ port to charge USB-C devices. The Power Bank Brick itself can also be
charged via the USB-C port using the cable that’s included.
Smart Design
A digital indicator shows precisely how much energy is left. The power flowing through the socket
can be switched on and off to avoid wasting any energy. What's more the Power Bank has an Auto
Power Management Chip, which automatically adapts the
charging speed to the devices connected.
Perfect match
Going completely off the grid, but still want enough power to
charge a smartphone, camera, drone, or even a laptop? The
Brick combined with a Xtorm Solar Booster is all you need.
When traveling to remote places where you don’t have
access to a power outlet, the Solar Booster is still able to
recharge the Brick by using only solar power. These two
products are a perfect match, giving you the freedom and
energy to go anywhere you want!
USB Type-C™ and USB-C™ are trademarks of USB Implementers Forum

In short
•
•
•

Suitable to charge AC powered devices and mobile devices
Powerful 20 800mAh Power Bank
Contains a 220V AC outlet

Technical specifications
Article

AL480

EAN
Dimensions
Colour
Weight
Battery
Packaging
Input
Output

8718182273359
161 x 65 x 65 mm
Grey
698 grams
20 800mAh Li-ion
Retail Box
5V/3A
Output USB 1
5V/2,4A
Extra feature
Quick Charge 3.0 (5/9/12V, 15W)
Output USB 2
5V/2,4A
In/Out USB-C
5V/3A
Total output USB 5V/4,8A (24W)
Output AC
220V / 80W
•
Manual
•
USB to USB-C cable

Included
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Features of the Xtorm AC Power Brick 21 000
High efficiency
This Xtorm AC Power Bank Brick 21 000 is highly
efficient and ensures the least possible loss of
energy during the charging process.
Auto Power Management
This Xtorm Power Bank is provided with the APMchip. This means that the Power Bank
automatically balances the correct charging speed
and efficiently divides the power between the
attached devices.
Fast Charging
The AC Power Bank Brick has a high input and high
outputs. These features make it possible to charge
the connected device as fast as possible and
recharge the Power Bank itself on high speed.

Xtorm safety check
A-class batteries
Xtorm uses only the best battery cells that meet all
safety requirements and can provide the fast
charging you need.
Overload protection
Xtorm mobile chargers protect the Xtorm’s internal
battery and the battery of the attached mobile
device from overcharging.
Temperature control
All Xtorm chargers are provided with a
temperature control chip that prevents
overheating.
Auto Power Management
The Xtorm APM-chip automatically balances the
power over the attached devices to prevent
overcharging or overheating.
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